Shareable Society

Shareable Society is an organisation that supports the creation of shareable works: creative content that can be shared – at least noncommercially and verbatim – by any person.

We offer rebranded Creative Commons licences:

- SS Attribution-NonCommercial
- SS Attribution-NoDerivatives
- SS Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivatives
- SS Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike

We also recommend the following two licences:

- Creative Commons Attribution
- Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike
Bespoke Copyright

Copyright shouldn't be one-size-fits-all. What works for Disney may not work for you. What works for a software hacker may not work for you either.

You made it, you should get to say how it's used.

Bespoke Copyright offers a suite of public copyright licences so you can make your work as open as you need.

**Resurrected Opportunities:**

- BC Founder's Copyright

**Resurrected Licences:** These are licences deprecated by Creative Commons.

- BC DevNations
- BC NoDerivs
- BC NoDerivs-NonCommercial
- BC NonCommercial-ShareAlike
- BC ShareAlike

**Re-Branded Licences:** These are licences deprecated by Creative Commons that have been given new names:

- BC Attribution-NonVerbatim (BC Sampling)
- BC Attribution-NonCommercial-NonVerbatim (BC NonCommercial-Sampling)
- BC Attribution-NonVerbatim/Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivatives (BC Sampling+)

**Co-Branded Licences:** These are legally identical to the Creative Commons licences of the same name.

- BC Attribution-NonCommercial
- BC Attribution-NoDerivatives
- BC Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivatives
- BC Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike